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A NOTE
You hold in your hands a collection of words written in a library on an
island in the late afternoon. This is Writing Group, and this “zine” is
made up of work done during our sessions this past season.
Our participants varied throughout the summer: from island workers,
long term visitors to daytrippers. All of them constantly amazed me
with their open heartedness and their beautifully crafted writing.
Each week, I gave them a prompt and then we wrote for around 40
minutes. Some of these prompts will be obvious and some less so.
This zine contains just a slice of the amazingly varied work that was
shared during our time together.
I hope you enjoy it! And to all of you who came to writing group this
summer—thank you!

Mia Boynton
(Librarian)

“It has been raining so hard. Buckets of rain.”
That made buckets of mud on the back road to the
house. The uncut hay bent in the wind; the calves
hugged the barn; and we were grateful. It had been a
rough summer after a too isolated winter – buying,
selling, moving, and now, might this house become a
home? Closer to town, to the brain injury center, the
women’s singing group, the hospital. Closer to son and
daughter, at least physically. Proximity brings the
potential for more – and less.
She met the neighbors behind the white plastic fence
installed by the guy who flipped the house. They didn’t
like the fence, but resonances in their lives surfaced:
singing, gardening and more important, a family member
lacking executive function. They spoke tentatively - and
my sister’s voice revealed hope. “Where there is despair,
hope.” Thank you, St. Francis.
Despair was only hours past: the workmen taking up too
much space in this small house claustrophobic due to the
heat and the rain and his incontinence - unnoticed by
him but blaring a future she cannot bear.
But today, hope ekes ahead of despair and we are
grateful.

Charlene Galarneau

FLORIDA
Florida
Alligator, El lagartija
Tropical paradise, torn asunder
Completely exploited by capitalist greed
Condos, board walks, novelty stores
Disney World
A magical place full of the wonder of children and rare
exotic birds.
I never went to Disney World
‘Til I was maybe 12 or 13
I was too old by then and it had no affect on me at all.
My little sister was the perfect age and she was absorbed
into everything.
I was more into music by then
“I was becoming some sort of degenerate”
I’m in Orlando again
Now I’m maybe 18, 19, 20
And downtown, not Disney World
Standing outside of a venue, on the sidewalk.
Standing in a circle with my best friends.
The best friends I’ll ever have, our band manager, Kyle, is
also there.
All our faces are stone.
We are in the middle of THE worst tour ever and it’s the
last straw, we’re breaking up.
Right there on the sidewalk.
This is what I’ve committed all of myself to for the last 5
or 6 years. Why I didn’t got to school. We just recorded an
album in New York, $10,000, that won’t get released.
It’s just as well, our music is truest awful.
So annoying.
But we ( my best friends ) have been all over together.
From North Carolina to San Francisco
Back down through LA, Arizona, Texas.
Up to Boston and down to Florida.
That’s where it ended
We were all ready though, ready to just go home, ready to
start something new.
Zach ( keyboard) was crying
A homeless man, a bit deranged looking and holding a shiny
ballon that read “ Happy Birthday!!” came stumbling up to
us there on the sidewalk. He yelled bluntly “ Give me some
money!” Taken a back, we all sort of just stared at him for
a moment, and he continued on. The heavy conversation
picked right up again, but I kept my eyes on the man as he

walked across an intersection. It was a busy Friday night
and the streets were full of people on their way to
nightclubs. Their pounding basses competing against each
other and for the attention of these beautiful people. The
man with the shiny ballon seemed to be illuminated while
everything and everyone else were in darkness. All of a
sudden the ballon got away from him. It rose slowly into
the air. The man jumped, desperately grabbing, but it was
no use, the string was too high and the shiny happy
birthday ballon ascended high above the city, above
Orlando, above Florida and all the magic and all the people
the suck the magic out of it. He fell to his knees, right
there in the middle of the intersection and cried. He cried
and cried, “NOOOOOOOO!” and I have honestly never seen more
despair on a human face than in that moment. And even
though his was going on in the middle of something that, at
the time was the most important thing in my life, my life,
my problems didn’t matter. Because here was true pain and
true loss. At least it was there, in Orlando, where Micky
mouse lives and so do some Alligators and beautiful birds
of paradise, but not as much as there were. Where seminole
Indians used to live, but not any more. Where so much life
festered in the swamps, in the Everglades, on the beaches.
Now only temporary sensations of warmth of tourist’s
hearts, stoked by people who know how to turn nostalgia
into money.
Channing Wilson

Remember
The egg bobs to the bottom of the vinegar
The color absorbing
The white slowly changing
One of my first memories
Rmember
The sips off of red wine
The cold house
The cold bed
The cold fingers
The peeling wallpaper
The peeling face
Remember I have been at least 4 different people in these 29 years
I have been a cry baby blue
A mismatched human
A semi human
A tired centipede
But the dirt always feels the same on my skin
Remember it’s the classroom and the traveling teddy bear
We brought to California
To see
The big trees
And the folded napkins in shapes of animals
And the boy who was made of paper
Remember is the bag of flour as a child
Me as a child as a mother
You a mother
Who was so tired

Remember it’s the lost mountains and the found island and the
imaginary city that smells like all the food and thoughts and dreams
and independence
Remember, remember
Should be written on my skin
Should be typed on all the books I’ve ever owned
Should be printed neatly on my eyelids
The last thing I read at night and the firs thing pulling me awake
It should be forming in my alphabet soup and the skin I hit and bruise
is the color of remember
My snoring is the sound of remember
And my hair holds it all just so
It’s the mangoes we ate from trees in Miami as a child
It’s the tail that came off the lizard
Still moving
It’s the burning eyes of too much chlorine
And the rash I got
Red bumps covering my small body
Cheap sun tan lotion and a father who just didn’t know
It’s wrapped in the trees and the grass
And you talk to me
Or to the stale room
And each tear is a remembrance to you

Kacie Keele

ONE ENCHANTED AFTERNOON
A Short Story

Craig’s List Connection
Bowie Library near Ft. Meade MD – m4w
Body: fit
Height: 5’ 10” (177cm)
Status: married
We met a few months ago at the library near Meade. Talked in your car in
the lot. We were both unhappy at home. What happened to you? Let’s chat
again.

Thomas walked to the local library for the second time this week. A
voracious reader, he had only one undue book to return but more
importantly he wanted to find her.
Married for 30 years, a professor of English at a prestigious university,
Thomas would have described his life as pleasant, fulfilling, and
comfortable, if a bit banal, two months ago. He and his wife were
compatible, yet passionless roommates. His job had become his passion;
it was a good enough life for him. He didn’t consider himself “unhappy”.
He figured most 55-year old men had compromised their virility for
security and companionship as they entered their “golden years.”
Two months prior, Thomas was retrieving his most recent library book
requests. An avid reader, he typically read two books per week. The
absent-minded professor that he was – as he was exiting the library
looking at his recent cache, Thomas bumped forcefully into a woman
entering the library. She also was carrying a stack of books which then
tumbled to the ground. They both blushed as he apologized profusely
and helped her retrieve the scattered lot. She smiled radiantly at him
and there was something about her eyes, - ‘sparkling’ was the only word
that came to his mind. He felt as if she had seen down into his very soul

in that moment. He awkwardly hovered near her as she returned her
books and offered to walk back outside with her.
It was an unseemly chilly autumn day. They shared their recent favorite
books as he walked her to her car. On a whim, she asked him if he’d like
to continue to chat in her car briefly. She noted she was in a bit of a rush
but didn’t want to be rude and abruptly end their conversation. She
smiled as she confided, “I am in a somewhat difficult time in my life and
could use some good book recommendations to keep me sane.” They
continued to share their take on their favorite authors. She also shared
that she was an aspiring writer herself, although she worked full time as
a social worker and had some personal issues to work out at the
moment. Her writing had taken a back seat in her life out of necessity.
She mentioned she had raised three children, now all grown. She didn’t
mention a husband and was not wearing a wedding ring, Thomas noted.
He had to know for reasons that he didn’t understand himself and asked
“And how does your husband feel about your writing aspirations?” She
clearly did not welcome this topic of conversation. She responded “We
are going through a tough time right now is all I can say about that.” And
that abruptly ended the conversation – she had an appointment to reach
on time. She wished him well and without even exchanging names, she
drove off as soon as he exited the car. Dumbfounded, he didn’t think to
notice the car make or license plate. He stood for several minutes after
she drove away; he was struck by her intelligence, wit, sensuality, air of
sadness and radiance.
Every week since, Thomas tried his best to arrive at the library on the
same day and approximate time in the hopes of finding her again. He
could not focus well on his work or his wife’s company, indeed he
termed this feeling his “dizzy distractedness” period. He decided to
write a cryptic note to her on the library’s lost and found board, but to
no avail. His next idea was a desperate shot with a personal ad on
Craig’s list. It was a long shot and very much out of character for him.
But what could it mean that his prior assessment of his life and his
marriage could be turned upside down from such a serendipitous
encounter? He would soon find out.
Nell Quigley

RAIN RAGE
there is the honey and there is the hunger.
there is a hunger for honey.
there is honey dripped hunger.
tongues.
there is the pregnant lady.
the tall trees, the young ones.
pain.
the color of this island is green.
there are the two pairs of people, talking about the green.
it rains. it rains for three days. a water shortage.
there was rage living in my body in june.
i buried it.
fed it to the goats.
let it get smashed against a cliff or two.
or did it get absorbed. one by one. by my cells. is it protein. is it
excess.
where do the emotions go
when the body stays
hunger.
rain.
the fog squishing itself between everything.
i want a place to put my honey, is all, a place willing to be loved
enough to get sticky.

there is the hunger for home. and there is also no idea where home
is.
honey hunger.
home hunger.
green ecstasy.
rain rage.
an island.
a forest.
a family.
this is a poppy. this is an epilogue.
i am a dahlia

and we are alive.

Sasha Nochimow

I said, “Can I get you some nachos?” But all he wanted
was a Dino-pop. That about sums up our relationship. I
wanted to give him something more involved, multitextured, a little crunch, a little melty goodness, but the
whole time he would have rather had something smooth,
uniform, sweet, but cold. I should have known at that
moment, but when one is plastered in a Coney Island
themed dive bar, one’s better judgement is rarely close at
hand. He, the frowning tramp, and me, a spritely mime, we
ended that night smearing our black and white make-up
together into a glittery, grey mess that patched and
smattered our cheeks, our noses, our mouths.
I had forgotten all about Bubbles, until I saw him at a
recent Clown College alumni event. And to think, I was once
convinced I loved that broken top-hat, that painted-on fiveo-clock shadow, that unreachable, caricature of a mystery. I
remember saying to Mootzy, “I could watch that clown
repetitively exit a car for an eternity.” I really felt that way,
too. He was a true performer, there’s no doubt about that. I
now understand that’s why things couldn’t work out. He
loved his art first, and me second. Maybe he loved me not at
all, but needed someone, anyone, to be his crutch, to adore
him during the intervals when there was no laughing,
gasping, hooting crowd. Unconsciously eager to let myself
be his crutch, I was made a fool even more so off stage than
on.
Inevitably, I reached a point where I wanted more from
him. I wanted to be more to him. But he was already giving
his best to his craft. In fact, he was giving his everything to
his craft. He could barely make eye contact in any kind of
convincing way, even with those absurdly large clown
glasses. Always, his eyes stared past me at the next slapstick tumbledown, the next humiliating trick to teach a
costumed poodle. He preferred juggling flaming bouquets
to spending time with me. “Preferred” might be
inaccurate. He had no choices or preferences when it came
to his priorities. The art of clowning was a demon that
possessed him, and I had neither the holy water nor the
crosses to expel that ridiculous evil.

When I finally left, his career was continuing its
meteoric rise, until, one day, it all stopped. He abruptly quit
everything. Bubbles the clown let down all those adoring
children, broke his contracts with the top-notch venues, and
declined a budding movie deal. His agent was furious. His
family of acrobats and side show freaks were left hurt and
confused. After a lifetime dedicated to one thing, years of
daily practice, he uprooted everything just when the flowers
were finally turning to fruit.
Jangles, Mootzy, Little Miss Crabapple, all of our old
college friends were just as surprised to see him as I
was. They each felt too awkward to be the first to approach
him. Perhaps they felt guilty that they still got decent work
in the industry despite being far inferior to Bubbles, that
Adonis of clowning. I decided it had to be me, if it was going
to be anybody, so, after he got done shaking hands with
several of our adoring former professors, I walked over to
where he was standing, glumly staring out the
window. “How about a Dino-pop?” I suggested. He turned
to look at me, and he seemed to really see me. A slight smile
disrupted his face. Then, he turned his gaze back out the
window.

Sander Moberg

Lying on my side, just as she lies on hers stretching for the distant
house. We are both broken, our bodies contorted, not doing as
we want them too. And we are both alone, craning for
company. But I am not as bold as her. The land dry and barren,
covered only in a fine hair of grass. Small flowers and buzzing
creatures, but otherwise a silence that echoes loudly. A wind
lazily blows, grazing skin.
Stagnant heat returns. Dust settles on what remains of my torso.
I beg the wind to whistle by. Heat seeps through my shortened
being and my body stiffens. The shock of death begins to
cradle me in static stillness. The last drops free themselves from
my pores, rising to the sky. The quiet deafens. On the horizon I
see what I will become.
Katie Roberts

The Smell of That Pipe on the Librarian’s Table
The smell of that pipe on the librarian’s table I want
To say doesn’t remind me of much, if anything I want
The smell of that pipe on I won’t say whose I refuse
To say whose jacket lapels whose beard-scruff who’s
To say whose jacket lapels wear the smell of whose pipe
On the librarian’s table or whose jacket’s elbow pads or Whose
eyeglasses slid down while he nodded off one evening By the fire
and knocked that pipe right out of his mouth Giving him the
perfect opportunity to speak to say something Anything about what
knows who seated at the dinner table With who knows the rest
while the rest play poker and refuse No one really knows what not
even whom not even him
No one really knows whose pipe that is on the librarian’s table
Which doesn’t remind me of anything but a perfectly good
Opportunity gone but good for something. Gone but not
For nothing.

Rebecca Lund

When I look at him
I see water
Pond water
Salt water
Pool water
Cucumbers swimming in ice cubes water
Stale water sitting next to your bed
Seems as though all the dreams are in that water
Water to wake yourself up
Splashing in your face
Water dripping
Looking in the mirror and thinking about when those orange trees
blossom and how the world smells hopeful for a few days
It’s the water I see
And the colors
The ruby way he talks
And I don’t remember a time when you didn’t laugh
It’s the hiding in the woods and the long strides and the hidden spots
And the idea of jobs and the ‘holding you in my arms tonight’ and the
Ferris Wheel on shore and I am crimson for you
I am green and blue and scarlet for you
And the way my eyes were cobwebs and I couldn’t see and I didn’t
know I couldn’t see and the way I will never be ruined again
The secret ruin
The bedroom with the boxes that will never leave ruined
The romance of being ruined
The group of ruined friends
The life’s a joke so let’s not try ruined
It’s the ruined that stained my fingers and my toes and teeth

Took so much soft time
Took so much cotton candy dreams and salt water to wipe away
And I look at him
Or you
Oh you
The water as a body or the body as the water
And I see the otherwise that lives in the house of the depending and
the neighbor of the maybes
And you are standing there burning all the wood and all the false
hope and all the dollhouses that made you feel lonely as a kid
All shattering
But don’t be sad brown-eyed boy
Don’t cry
Unless you need to
Unless you want to
It’s me running in circles
It’s me at the top of the hill holding daisy after daisy wishing on each
petal
It’s me burying your matches
And building you a new dollhouse
The house safe and sound
Filled with all your favorite treats
Rock candy, warm apple pie, sweet dreams and cool autumn air
The sounds of crickets and no inside cats
It’s the warm sun in the kitchen I’ll try and capture
And the baby sunflower I’ll plant as your forest
Don’t worry
Don’t fret

Kacie Keele

Portrait of the Spider as a Young Man
A spider builds its web carefully,
meticulously in the sound hole of an 80year-old classical style guitar, the kind
with nylon strings. It’s a beautiful web,
comfortable and practical; the perfect trap.
Truly a work of art, but ill placed, as the
guitar player needs his guitar and tears
down the web with one swift gesture of his
index finger.
The guitar belongs to a very skilled
player. The nails on his right hand’s thumb,
index and middle finger are quite long and
thick, although they are not dirty. He makes
sure to clean them everyday at a certain
time by dipping the tips of his fingers in
vinegar. He also is in the habit of
scrapping under his nails with a pocketknife
through out the day. He has to make sure
that his nails are clean because he has a
woman that he loves and he needs to touch
her and if he scratches her he does not want
her to get an infection.
She sings while he plays and together the
sound is beautiful. When he plays and she
sings, a harmony is created. A harmony is
created and it is truly beautiful and it is
art. It is the same when a poet finds the
exact right words, structured in the exact
right way to explain to the world how they
feel when they look into the eyes of their
pet dog and see in them a light that burns
brightly with the pureness of love.

It’s also the same way a puppeteer spends
hours on street corners just to make
children laugh. And even gets frustrated
when crowded with to many adults. Grown ups
that want only to make fun of him and
belittle him even though he is just as much
the artist as the singer, the guitarist, the
poet. If the artist’s life is a tragedy,
who’s life is more tragic than the
puppeteer’s? There is a girl that sees him
toiling away with the strings of his
marionette. And she actually genuinely
appreciates him and his ART and the laughter
of children and loves him for it. But she is
bound to be shunned by him and dismissed as
another that would mock him. And he goes on
toiling with his strings, alone, skillfully
tugging and giving lift to a puppet and the
children roar.
He pulled on strings and he is like the
spider, who, misguided chose to build its
greatest work, it’s most truly artful web in
the sound hole of a guitar. A classical
style guitar with nylon strings, only to be
swept away by an “artist” who’s art mattered
more.
Channing Wilson

Thieves
Better run run run—
what thieves we are,
pockets full of penny candy.
Oh! What roaming of suburban streets!
Busy throwing ourselves at nothing
in a summer’s night. Necessity. Frivolity.
Those days were numbered.
Our lives, just stolen things; we must have known.

Morgan Heckerd

VIEW OF TOLEDO
Inside my head—so many clouds, rumbling thunder, the smell of
electricity in the air. The winding roads of my wandering thoughts lead
me on twists and turns. Nothing, I mean nothing is solid; I am afraid; I
may be losing my memory; names fade away from me, my husband fills in
the blanks, I don’t want his or anyone’s help. I want to be that boulder in
the painting, in the river, solid, unmoving, weathering the weather as the
castles come and go and the sky sheds its tears and the thunder thunders
its message; I am losing my mind.
I’m not sure what is happening, but it is almost as if the deeper I
take it, meaning, the harder I try to decipher its message, the more
tangled my thoughts become. I feel myself sinking into an ever deeper,
darker place, but there is nothing I can do about it. I am helpless in the
vortex, succumbing to the pull of something I do not understand. I can’t

walk away. I can’t escape. And yet I still don’t know if I am creating this
tangled web with my own frightened and frightening thoughts.
The kind you have driving home at night
beckoned by the oncoming headlights
and long thick darkness.
I’m talking about the kind of thoughts
you have standing at a cliff’s edge.
Breeze on your skin
Crashing waves hundreds of feet beneath you
The comfort of the ocean so close—but unreachable
Instead of worrying you close your eyes and imagine
to take your vitamins
to drink your smoothie
to go to sleep early
to not cry in public (but really you do and that’s ok)
to scream into the woods or ocean or pillow or underwater
but not at your friends, family, coworkers, or pets.
to make it to the end of the day with having only smoked two cigs—
or 3 cigs—or maybe 5 cigs.
to meditate—even if this means you took a quick cat nap and you
started to snore
close your eyes
count to 25 and let’s begin.

(in random order) Diane, Lea, Kacie, Shirley and Morgan

WATER
the blue eyed boy looks at me on a rock surrounded by water
the father calls, jokes about all the bodies of water he’s crossed to get to me
i sit by the sea
and learn about El Salvadorian women miscarrying
and being charged with murder
i think of my own abortion, the room with sand on the floor
the bathroom turning scarlet
the bed turning scarlet
the body, an exit
i think of grasshoppers
invading my bleeding body, grasshoppers
desperate to make home
of my soup, the space between my breasts, the inside of everything.
i killed them, like i killed the clump of cells stuck to my insides
everything around me brown and sticky.
beginning.
ruin.
rain.
the woman on the beach pleads with us to buy her coconuts,
otherwise she won’t have enough to feed her children.
i think of fruit
i think of children
i think of a country full of mothers who can’t feed those they bear
i think of a country where all fruit must seed
where abortion is a crime committed by the poor
i think of myself as a pomegranate
my pussy as a papaya
i imagine plucking the legs off each individual grasshopper

i think of the mamita that sold me the first ten abortion pills
the black market where i found the other two
i think of the sun
i think of killing
with shoes and books and plastic bags
and twelve little white pills under my tongue.
this anger is brown in my body.
like rotting fruit
like the bathroom full of blood
like the pile of dead grasshoppers
gone in the morning
eaten
by their family.
it isn’t the grasshoppers i wish harm to,
nor the rain that can’t even take them away,
nor the rocky beach town i’m confined to,
nor the men who make it worse,
but to a government abandoning the poor,
to a government criminalizing loss,
to a government forcing motherhood—

i wish harm.

and on an island years later
i look at a sunflower
and think of resilience.
the water makes noise.
bananas arrive from Guatemala, by boat.

Sasha Nochimow

She is sitting
She could be anyone
Someone who knows you by heart
Knows the way you drink your coffee each morning
One lump of sugar
One sprinkle of cinnamon
And one splash of oat milk
They know what your bed sheets look like and what day of the week
you do laundry
Why you get that sad look in your eyes on that certain day once a
year
Why doors slamming makes you jump
Fast and quick
And the way your giggle can be heard anywhere at a party
Or she could be a someone
A stranger
Sitting at the movie theater
Waiting for the bus
Or on your couch for the first time
And when you hear her laugh it’s the “rustle of green leaves”
And you’ve been walking for a long time and you’re almost thirsty but
your water bottle is full and cool
And you’re tired but not too tired
And the view you’ve been waiting to see all day is right around the
corner
That is her laugh
And the first time she cries to you
You think it’s time to plant

And you imagine her tears growing Queen Anne’s Lace and cherries
and basil
The first time you make dinner for her and burn it all and the alarm
goes off and you are on the porch and try and memorize the stars
She is sitting there and soon years have gone by and the cat is asleep
on the arm chair you two bought at that one store or that one flea
market
And the flowers are in the vase and the wind is making the drapes
dance
And you are the one sitting

Kacie Keele

When I was small, I would visit my aged, but child-like Aunt
Sylvina in her worn, wooden house on the side of the
mountain. Surrounded by paper-bark trees, it was impossible to see
the house from any distance unless looking down from higher up on
the mountain. In fact, I would often lose my way during the ascent,
and had to climb up much further and peer down from the cliffs
above just to find it. Oddly, there was no trail to her house, or if
there was, it was identical to all the other dirt patches and deer paths
littering the mountain, and the paper-bark trees were all too similar
in their constantly molting state to serve as any kind of landmark. In
any case, Aunt Sylvina always knew I was coming and would wait for
me on her porch, smoking an ornate pipe next to her portable
samovar, wrapped in a blanket.
Her most remarkable characteristic was her absurdly large,
clanking necklace. She never went anywhere without it; truly, she
couldn’t. Due to her father’s intense fear of thieves and intruders,
every door in the house was outfitted with a complicated locking
mechanism. No doorknobs remained in the doors, but hung on Aunt
Sylvina’s necklace, and no two doors could be open and unlocked at
any one time. Though seemingly obnoxious to outsiders, Sylvina had
lived in the house her entire life and was accustomed to such an
intricate system.
From outside, the house did not seem exceptionally large. Then
again, my memory of my childhood is not the most accurate
reference, and perhaps the looming mountain and the disorienting
paper-bark forest tricked my sense of proportion and played with my
imagination. The inside, however, seemed a maze of small chambers,
each not much bigger or smaller than any other, and each lined in a
distinct, if faded, pattern of velvet flocked wallpaper. It seemed to
me, then, like a giant jewelry box, full of luxurious compartments,
the passage between which required the ritual of Sylvina’s magic
amulets to lock the last portal before continuing through the next,
and I was impressed that she always knew exactly which key-knob to
use. In reality, it was probably more a series of dilapidated rooms
strewn with antiquated garbage, much of it highly flammable, as
would later become obvious, but, to my child’s eyes, so much of the
world comprised sacred treasure.
There was one knob on Sylvina’s necklace that was clearly the
centerpiece. The crown jewel in her strange strand of gemstone

keys. It had a glazed exterior over a crimson, Baltic design on a
saturated yellow field. The glass, being thicker in some parts than
others, magnified different facets of the knob’s design depending on
what angle it was held and in what light. Whereas most of the knobs
were of a hand-patina brass or a dark, grainy wood, this one was
something akin to beautiful. I never saw it used, and I still don’t
know which door, if any, it opened.
When Aunt Sylvina passed away, she left me her primitivelooking string of knobs. I was still only a child, then. Soon after her
passing, the house mysteriously burned to the ground, leaving only
the outline of the cellar and a few desperate chimneys. I never got to
try my own hand at navigating the cramped labyrinth of rooms. The
last time I asked my mother about great Aunt Sylvina’s house, always
aspiring to harbor more bourgeois pretenses, she denied that there
was ever such a structure and even went so far as to claim I never
even had any aunt Sylvina, neither on her side of the family nor my
father’s! Naturally, I was appalled at my mother’s snobbery. True,
Sylvina was, perhaps, an unstable hoarder living in squalor, but she
was family and deserved at least to exist in my mother’s disdainful
memory. To erase her completely from our lives was too cruel.
“What about all the loaves of raisin bread I baked and delivered
to Sylvina every week?” I interrogated.
“I just thought you were hungry or feeding forest creatures or
picnicking with imaginary friends," replied Mother.
"And the necklace of keys?! How do you explain that?" I nearly
sobbed.
"Oh!" she laughed, "You mean those rusty pieces of hardware
and old baubles you strung together? You were a very creative child,
dear. We did wonder why you wore a chain of garbage around your
neck, but we saw it as a phase, didn't want to stifle your adorable
sense of wonder."
Unfortunately, I could not produce the artifact and prove my
mother wrong for I had long ago grievously misplaced the precious
object. Likely, I stashed it somewhere so special and secure that not
even I could remember where it hid.

Sander Moberg

la ruta
there’s a Venezuelan in México that, next to his girlfriend, on some sandy
beach,
writes me love notes,
asks me to bajar, o subir, como sea,
compliments my hair.
there is a town in the north of Argentina with the most colorful mountains I
have ever seen, & there are chairs there, to look at them.
there is a tienda along the Caribbean coast of Colombia where the men pass
us coffee over the counter while we wait for the tomatoes, “as beautiful as
you.”
there is the hospital I almost fainted in
the nightclub I met you in
there is the water balloon on the way to the pregnancy test
there is a place in the middle of the desert, yendo a Cajamarca, where a
hitch dropped us off, where no cars passed, where we joked about putting
our tent up, worried about the sun’s strength, and made ourselves a snack.
there’s catcalling that makes us turn around
there are men that make us unsafe
there is the cockroach stuck in the plastic water bottle we use as a shower
head
and the little old Limenian who holds our tent.
there is a volcanic eruption
book boy & balcony boy & boat boy & barco boy & blue boy & barber boy
marcianos de maní
a school of squids
& the time we stepped in human shit.
the bike path without bikes
the shaman’s 90 year old mother’s bedroom
the market where we bought raisins when we couldn’t find the cemetery
keylime pie in Salta.

there’s a boy in Mar de Plata I’ve always wanted to kiss & there’s an
important conversation I need to have in Lima & there are the three tiny
trees we planted in Ecuador & there’s Camilo, buried in the dirt & there is
Wilson, who said I changed his life & there is Niko, who I never saw again, &
there is also Joseph.
there is the waterfall
the fizz of grapefruit soda
the embryo in the bathroom
ceviche de pescado
there is the party the day we arrive
there are grasshoppers
clotheslines
Camilo, buried in the dirt
there is Axel, with his taxis
there is Aldo, & I’m crying in the woods
there is Leandro, shot in the face
there are platano maduros en Puyo
mate & alfajores in Argentina
there is the Puerto Rican, in the tent
there is an ice cream cone on a bench in Chile
a boat crash on the Amazon River
chicken bones, carried to the street
there are the two dog angels that follow us home in Riobamba
& there is also no idea where home is.
my body is littered all over las Américas:
as excretion, in seas
as clothing, in homes & hostels & others’ backpacks
as scraps of paper, pressed into notebooks, hung on walls, tirados in
trashcans
but mostly my body is littered all over las Américas
in the form of semillas
tiny little parts of me, left, forever.
in Tilcara

Córdoba
Baños de Agua Santa
Cusco
Valparaiso
the spot in la cordillera de los Andes between Chile & Argentina, where the
tea kettle whistled
the patch of jungle where we lived without electricity or running water
the patch of jungle where I slept in a treehouse
the patch of jungle that taught me how bananas grow
the beaches of Olon
the streets of Cartagena
the stars of Machachi
the first truck I rode in the bed of
Trujillo
el mercado de Arequipa
the Lima that’s clean, & sunny, & stares at the ocean
the Lima that’s loud, & beeping, where you find the best ceviche
the black sand of Mompiche
Huaraz
the whole of Perú where the mamita on the street sells you miel, papas,
flowers for your living room, flowers for your tea, una emapanadita para
llevar.
& now I’m scattered
up & down (bajar o subir)
this earth
a patchwork human
en partes.
& I’m wondering how to ever unir mis semillas
& I’m wondering how to make sense of the places I’ve been
the hands I’ve held
& I’m wondering how to pick the one place, to live
how I can manage to go on loving
and leaving.
Sasha Nochimow

My body craves you
like a warm bath
and a sigh of relief
Your taste lingers
like cheap whiskey
and snowy nights
Fog fades as waves rise
four feet
or is it eight feet high
It echoes off the coast
blurs all at once
in a haze or some kind of daze
Cliffs were meant to feel
remnants of edges and times long gone
yet endless, so endless—
Benches were meant for two
worn faded in the warm light
yet slightly splintered
They will proceed us you know
remember softly
under moon or morning light
They way the rays crystallize
dance across the sea
climb up your skin
Magnetic and energetic
this tension and ease
it approaches together
Lost in the ocean of the unknown

Elizabeth Connolly

His glasses sat on the desk. Sunlight leaked through the red
speckled plastic casting a reflection on the dark polished wood. It
reminded her of the way he folded his arms, tucking his hands
into his armpits, whilst he chewed his lip considering how he'd
spend the money if - this week - he won the lottery. He wore those
glasses because he thought they were quirky and, he once told her,
that in his profession they helped people see his young fun side.
She'd laugh at him when he had said stuff like this, or when he
clumsily incorporated the slang her friends used into his sentences
when they were around. "Whatcha think of this?" Or "I thought
that movie was well sick!" Or "Namean?" Translation: Do you
know what I mean? Internally though, it made her cringe. Partly
because her friends would make sniggering side glances at one
another, but mostly because she worried that really he was
mocking her. She missed his teasing now, and even his long
silences, when his mind was elsewhere - planning wild animal
rehabilitation programmes and designing a land "arc" for his
descendants.
The room was cool, a faint breeze danced with the white
curtains her mother had put up in order to lighten the room. That
was a few years ago, when he first began retreating into his own
solitude.
She stared at the glasses and was frozen. Torn between wanting
to pick them up and put them on her face to distort the order of
the room, and wanting to preserve them as he had left them. He
hated his things being touched. Once she had pulled his childhood
stamp collection down from the top shelf, and had stood barefoot
on his desk to reach it. At dinner his voice rasped raw about
respecting other peoples belongings and space. The office was his
sanctuary, the wellspring of his creative work. Any and all
intrusions interrupted the energy of the room.
Katie Roberts

IMPRESSION III (CONCERT)
Rolling fields of yellowed grass
coated, with fading white piles of old snow
Another cruel winter
A slow approaching spring
Patches of wildflowers
Vibrant in color but,
Fading in life
Far too cold to grow
Too much ice to thrive
Yet they continue to grow as if clueless.
Clueless to the icy cold choking out their roots
Their roots were always present in every single movement they made.
The roots of a father who was too stern and too tired. The idea of God
and religion and sin and goodness. Clueless.
Yet she loved the baptism. The water made her heart ache. Made
her eyes glaze over. It wasn’t about God. It wasn’t about the audience

watching. Something had happened it was as though little pebbles had
been stuck in her throat and now they all tumbled out.
Scampering all around, just like my thoughts. What the doctor had
just said seems unreal! It can’t be true. My life is full, finally, I am
enjoying everyday; every moment. Now this! “The cancer has spread.
You need to get things in order. Comfort measures will be available to
you when needed.” I want him to repeat everything he said, but then
again I don’t.
I don’t really want to hear it again. I know full well what he said. I
can’t forget it or clear my brain of it no matter how hard I might try. I
can’t un-hear it, so, no, I definitely do not want him to repeat it. And
yet…and yet…there is a part of me that cannot get my head to absorb it
all, a part of me that frustratingly is still stuck on trying to please him,
trying to absorb what it is he is saying so I can dance around the words
and try to shape the outcome.
Shape it round, shape it softer.
My father would have called it cheating.
But it isn’t—not really.
Cheating is pointy and hard,
And like I said, I’m shaping it soft.
I’m shaping it round.

in random order) Diane, Lea, Kacie, Shirley and Morgan

BRIEF THE MOMENT
brief the moment
on the island
with the father
with the baker
with the one who grabs for your hand in Fall
with the streams finally filling
the leaf turning cup for soft rain
brief is the thing sitting atop us
brief the haze
brief the fog
the sunlight showing her face at dusk
dusk itself
island itself
brief is the young girl’s childhood
brief are the bananas yellow
brief is the tide low
the moon round
brief the hug and brief the season
brief the peaches and brief the sunset
brief the feeling and brief the thinking about the feeling
brief the place where we go to sleep
the place we pee, the spider webs there
brief the place we walk when we’re sad
the place we stand naked
the water we wade in
brief your face in my doorway at night
brief the ways I imagine a future
brief this Wednesday and brief our walk
brief this passing on a dirt road in Maine
Sasha Nochimow

Secrets
“I believe we will meet in the field again”
but the field isn’t sure, it’s heard so many things say
they’ll be back. Goldenrod and daisies, fringed gentian, a Harris
sparrow mining for a grain, a yellow striped snail. The shadow
of a passing cloud on a July afternoon. Snow, unevenly
distributed, ice crystals delicately holding up the broken
ground.
The snow does return, but only in pieces, never the same
drifts, and daisies grow, but not the exact daisy. The field
knows this, so when it makes a list of things it loves, it
speaks in generalities. A hot day with no clouds, for example,
or “mid-January.” Right now its autumn and the field knows
what this means. Soon it will see the geese overhead, the
ones who remember how to find where they were born.
Then, it will be spring. The field believes this. It believes
that it will last the winter, that the ground will thaw and
run. And the sun bake off the last of the moisture, so that
ladybugs and caterpillars can come.
And so the field does not waste time in idle speculation.
It doesn’t ask, for example, will it be the same field, or
different, with each weathering season. But even so the field
isn’t simple, there are things it wishes for, under the blanket
of night. We may meet in the field again
but I do not know if it will make a difference.

Mia Boynton

The Heavy Heads of Fowl that Lie at the
Beginning and End of Everything.

Two immensely heavy
Heads of Mallards
Cast in bronze
Bookends on my father’s bookcase
Constantly shifted
He reads a book a day
Sometimes more
Ten books in a week
“A good movie has bookends”
He tells me. A piece of advice.
I wanted to make a movie out here, on this
island.
“It’s so photogenic, it’s so exotic, it’ll
be so easy”
I thought
“I have to go, it’s my destiny”
I thought
At first I didn’t get the job
“Do you realize what you’re doing, Radek?”
I thought
“You’re standing in the way of greatness.
Standing in the way of my life’s greatest
work!”
…….
What am I gona do now?
-$300 in my bank account
All February
But I was destined to be here
And I found a way
I was destined to be here
And I was destined to meet you here

And Ill meet you again
This place is a stepping-stone
It’s not a movie
Even though it is romantic
And it too has bookends
The migrating birds, the birders
That stalk them
The little girl grows up
The old woman dies
“I promise I’m not crazy”
I try to tell her I understand
Everything is spinning around
In fast motion
Around in a circle, a spiral
Like the one on your necklace
Like the milky way that you can see so well
here
Spinning but it all comes back around again
We came here in long sleeves and we leave
here in them
Even if we wore nothing in between
And as we board the boat to leave
A well to do looking older woman
Looks back and I hear her say
“ I never understood islands. I feel sorry
for them.
Out here surrounded by nothing, nothing but
water.”

Channing Wilson
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